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The weather was absolutely perfect! We honestly couldn't have asked for a
better day to have our big family gathering! So many thanks go out to all
the helping hands that pitched in to help make this day amazing! The wonderful HAH volunteers worked endlessly to put just the right touch on everything they worked on! The Lions Club for all our grilling needs! The Trailblazers band providing music that got us all up to dance and tapping along
with the beat! To the compations for your dedication and love of Tremont :)
And our surpise guest surver Rex Brown! Thank You Everyone for coming!
We cannot wait to see you all again! Have a happy & safe summer!

“It’s all fun and
games until
someone yells
“BINGO!!”
-Unknown

Don’t mind Norman :)
He’s having some fun watching the squirrels just outside
his window! He says “they
need fed too” They sure
seem to be enjoying the feeder filled up with peanuts.

The
garden is
doing
GREAT!!
Working or
Relaxing?
We all the love
the outdoors!
Strawberries
fresh off the
vine!

Even a
bee is
hard at
work :)

Each year on June 23rd, National Pink Day is celebrated! We took a moment to think of everything that comes to mind that
we associate with the color pink! A holiday, a cancer, a favorite color of someone we know, a baby girl, flowers, a favorite
dress, and even the Pink Panther brought back fond memories :) What do you think of when you think of the color PINK?

This was a game day that did NOT disappoint! We had a near
whole house turnout! A tournament plan is in the works for the
next Cornhole go round! All I can say is Myron will not have any
trouble finding a partner! We moved the box a little further from
him after each game and he still continued to sink each corn filled
bag! (as you can see on his opponents face in the picture to the
right) Good fun and lots of laughs were had by all! Be sure to
keep an eye on the Activity Board for the next game day date :)

The cottage really does have so
much to offer! We want to share
some of our most favorites pastimes:
We especially enjoy each others company
while we take in the sunny summer afternoons on the back patio. A friendly stroll
down the hallway together. We love taking
time to relax and flip through the pages of a
good book. We always welcome a friendly
game or putting a few more pieces of the
puzzle together. And yes, even taking the
time to wash up a few dishes.

We welcomed back Jimmy
& Me and look forward to
their next visit.

We found the perfect
warm day to make our
version of a good ol’
fashioned banana
split! YUMMM! And it
did NOT disappoint!

In case you missed it! We made the paper again! And Again!

Today we finger painted using zip lock bags hoping to keep
the mess contained! All the fun! Without the mess! In the
beginning no one was quite sure this was going to work as you can
tell by the faces in the pictures :) But in the end we ended up with
some pretty unique works of art! They are all now
proudly displayed outside their apartments .

We didn’t let a storm knocking out our power
slow us down! We gathered in the halls for breakfast and enjoyed some donuts from Casey’s! The
fun didn’t stop there! We went ahead and ordered
pizza for lunch too! :)

We found ourselves with another beautiful day! So we set up a couple tents on
the back patio, poured everyone a cup of lemonade, and enjoyed the music.

What five-letter word becomes
shorter when you add two letters?
A: Short

What would you find in
the middle of Toronto?
A: the letter

You see me once in June, twice in
November and not at all in May.
What am I?

A: the letter “e”

What occurs once in a minute,
twice in a moment, and never in
one thousand years?

A: the letter “M”

A word I know, six letters it
contains, remove one letter
and 12 remains. What is it?
A: Dozens

I want to be like a sunflower, so that even on the
darkest days I will stand
tall and find the sunlight.

